Digital Archiving in Archaeology
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The amazing progress of the information and communication technologies during
the past few years is going to change entirely the way we work, write, communicate,
and publish. We also have changed, whether we recognised it or not. Computers have
become a familiar working tool in recent years, even if most of the users know little
more than to type a text, use a mouse, and click on screen buttons. Is it too little? lf we
think what the spread of these basic skills means, the answer is 'no'. We probably live
the greatest revolution since the invention of printing. The range of opinions goes
from proclairning a 'Post-Gutenberg Era' to minimising the impact of digital media
upon traditional academic research and publishing. Technology is not cheap, and it
requires specific skills. In a way, digital information is closer to audio compact disk
than to print material: it needs a device to be accessed. People do not like to read long
texts on screen. Therefore information technology will never entirely replace the book,
the most genial storage medium for the dissemination of information. It offers a
complementary instrument: the digital medium. The new technology is both an
opportunity and a challenge. We have to learn to use it. One of the most interesting
application areas is the digitisation of archival material.

Archaeological Archives
Archaeological archives are recent, as recent as archaeology as a scientific discipline.
We can speak of archives beginning w ith the second half of the 1 9th century, when
systematic archaeological excavations, surveys, catalogues and inventories replaced
the antiquarian interest for collecting artistic objects from the past. In some countries
archive means both material finds and accompanying documentation. 1 will use the
term 'archive' only for information on any support.
There are at least three main types of archaeological archives: private archives; or
ganisational archives of research institutes, universities and museums; and national
archives, as a result of the development of national or regional inventories of sites,
monuments and collections during the 20th century.
The development of the scientific research methodologies and techniques towards
the end of the 1 9th century and the beginning of the 20th century went hand in hand with the
growing interest to the context of the fmds, for the sites and cultural landscape, for the study
of the past societies and for their economic, social and intellectual achievements. In institu1 99
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tions and priv ate collections, the finds were more and more often accompanied by
documentation material: inventories, excavation diaries, notes on field walks, corre
spondence, drawings, plans, maps, and photos. We have not preserved much. Many
things were lost because of wars, fire, bad management, neglect, censorship, improper
storage space, and lack of conservation. Time erosion added its contribution. Only a
part of those early archives have been studied or even known.
The largest part of the archaeological material in our county museums - most of
them created after the Second World War - started to be gathered in the 1 950s and the
1 960s. The growing number of excavations and the new requirements for the
management of the collections resulted in a growing number of publications and an
even greater quantity of paper archives. In general, the archaeological archives are
badly preserved, difficult to access, and the cost of publishing is high. It is improbable
for small and medium-size museums to have staff dedicated to the care of their archives.
Therefore we risk loosing a lot of valuable information.
Since the mid 1 980s we have started to write and process data and information
on computer, producing text files, tables, databases, spreadsheets, digital maps, and
v�al reconstruction. A lot of information is stored in computer; searched, analysed,
combined, sorted, using the specific software . facilities. Only a selection of those data
is printed on paper. The amount of digital resources will grow year by year. Digital
files are not as stable as paper support because they need a certain computer machine
to be accessed. Due to the rapid technological evolution, hardware and software are
changing every five years. It becomes difficult to use older files with more recent
programrnes. How are we going to preserve them?
Digital archives can be either digitised paper documents or digital files. Long
term archiving is necessary for both. For how long ? For as long as we can.
Ideally an excavation archive bas four layers:
•

the basic layer are the paper archives and the collections of fmds;
the second layer is the digital archive (inventories, data bases, text files, reports,
images, with the possibility to search, browse electronically large amount of data for
better understanding, alternative ideas, comparisons and checking);
• the third layer is the monograph of the site;
• the fourth layer is the popular book, for the curiosity and enjoyment of the
public.
•

AU represent the publication, not just the monograph. Publishing a monograph
or a final report of the results of the archaeological researches is a selective process. A
lot of material will remain outside the publication, sometimes forever. Because of the
limited space and the time to process the discoveries, the researcher prefers to select
those finds that better confmn his or her ideas, to avoid things difficult to explain, and
to postpone an entire publication for a later date.
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for severa! reasons, apart from the
()f the discipline:
they contain valuallle :p:rimary ill f<>rrn.ation about field researches;
they were llatllered a.t 11 time when archaeological remains were much more

Archaeological uchiv-es a.-e importa11t
sentimental one, to pay Ie�p ed for lhe h istCJJy
•
•

visible than today ;

• the inforrnati<>ll ca.n be revised, re malysed and compared in accordance with the
progress of th.eory, exca'\'ation tech.nique and n.ew archaeological discoveries.

We shou ld net fcrget tiut a.rchaeol o g ical excavation is a destructive research.
AU that remains from an eJtcav1ltioll is lhe inf()rmation. Often you cannot go anymore
in the field, because nothin� is left th.eie. All y organisation should have responsibilities
towards the infonnatioll it creates and maintains. The archaeological archives represent
a significant in vestment of fillanc ial , illtellectual, time, and staff resources, and this
engenders a responsibilit� to max imise the benefits which can be <;lerived· from that
investment by ensu ri n g their p reserV"ilt ioll . providing appropri ate access, an d
encouraging their reuse1 As it happens often in life, what should be dane is not being
dane. The excuse is alway� lael of resol!Ices , while it is, in fact, lack of discipline and
•

professional standa.rrls.

The rap i dly increasing quan.til)' an.d rmge of

data being produced require an inte
grated, c omprehensive uchiving saatell�· usin§ standards in order to make ali this material
available. Data standards state w!J.at informati<>n to record, in what way, in order to
ensure that ncthing im})()rtant a.bout a researcll is left apart and that inforrnation retains
its full orig inal meaning in time. T<><> often documents related to former excavations
and surveys are inc()mprellen sible to ct!J.er archaeologists (when they do not entirely
miss): strange codificati()n md syrnb<>ls, ornissions, personal abbreviations, lack of
graphic materi al. Sorne archae()l<>!lists are agains t the standards of content, considering
them a limitation of the creative interpretation of the archaeological discoveries. They
favour only standards of fonn s2 • D ata stan.dards are, in fact, the most efficient means
by which to maxirnise the C<>llsistency. c<>mpatibility and retrievability of information.
One of the acute })roblems of archaeolcg� is that we excavate more than we can
process and publish. Onl� recently documentation and long terrn storage of infonnation
related to archaeological diggi11gs llas becorne a hot topic of both debate and action.
Important archaeologi c al sites baV"e been poorly documented and information is lost
in great part. U nfortun ately few Romaaian archaeological publication projects were
accomplished as planned. We can cornpil e a long list of eponymous sites excavated
for many years and not having yet a complete monograph: Boian, Gumelniţa, Hăbăşeşti,
Tărtăria (Neolithic period); Glina, Monteoru , Otomani, Wiettenberg, Verbicioara, Tei,
Noua (Bronze Age); Babadag, Bârseşti-Ferigile (Hallstatt) ; great sites from Latene
period; Greek and Romaa cities and fortifications, as well as those for the Byzantine
and mediaeval periods.
.
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A general irnage of Romanian archaeology would be full of 'black holes' . Even
the monographs are only a severe selection, often one-sided and influenced by both
the cultural and ideological background of the tirne and by the personal qualities of the
author. 'Fashion ' and the knowledge level of the period might also have influenced
selection. Some categories of objects are eliminated just because either their significance
was not known or because they have been considered unimportant. Only full access to
archaeological excavations archives and complete and illustrated inventories could
assure periodica} reconsideration of earlier researches and new connections, which
leads to an entire new vision on some archaeological cultures.
Archaeological maps published during the communist period need careful revision
too. During the Cald War, Eastem European countries adopted very severe regulations
conceming the use and publishing of maps. Any plan beyond the scale 1 :500 was consid
ered potential military secret, as well as the indication of hights and topographic details.
The maps published during that long period, at a time when archaeological excavations
were done on a large scale, are incomplete and even false. Cultural areas were sometimes
drawn without any real base (e.g. lpoteşti-Cândeşti). They need revision in accordance with
archaeological reality.
Neither archaeological collection is properly documented. In many museums and
research institutes, archaeological collections are not fully registered and lack photo docu
mentation. The problems 1 mentioned are general problems worldwide. Should we invent
archaeology for 'digging' for archaeological information?
Romanian archaeology is still little known abroad. Few publications in foreign lan
guages appeared, with modest issues and poor distribution abroad. There are relatively
many local museums periodicals, but most of them in Romanian and almost unknown
(even in Romania those publications are not found in book shops.) People interested hardly
fmd the information they needed. The common feature of older Romanian publications with few exceptions - is the scarce and poor quality illustration. It is sad to see recent
archaeological books, published abroad, with very few and sometimes obsolete information
about Rornanian archaeological reality. Rornanian archaeologists are poorly informed too.
Many books and papers begin with deploring the lost material, the unpublished earlier
excavations, etc.
1 do not imagine it will be easy to surpass so many problems accumulated in time.
Still, there is sornething we can do: digitisation and electronic publishing.

Digitisation of Archaeological Information
The digitisation of documents and images - through either scanning, Optical Charac
ter Recognition (OCR) or data entry - and publications on CD-ROMs and the Internet is a
way to save, preserve, catalogue, and facilitate access to such resources.
By digitisation, the border between archive and its publication is removed. A CD202
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ROM is a catalogue, <� oook ar ajoliTll .al on aJ\ alternative support: less expensive, smaller,
and easier to circulate. At present, the low 11re ()f archives is due not to a lack of demand but
to a lack of accessibility. The lr!temet, a g Iabal virtual library, allows consultation of digital
archives stored on a computer server from 311)' place, at any time. Although the Web access
is still restrictive outside the deve)()ped C()lll1tries of the world - which have 80 per cent of
the Internet users we Cal\ e�pect a gr()wth iri the near future. How can we achieve that? 1
will refer to some prillci))les and tec hn ica.I iss11es. and then exemplify by describing under
going and finished project5 of the lnstirute (()r Cultural Memory (ciMeC).
-

Principles of Selec:tiCIII
The question of whlch. critena sltoll ld be applied, and by whom, in the selection of
material for digitisation a!ld preservation aught to concern scholars. Criteria, which might
be used to govem the selection of materi.al for digitisation, include:
• where the informa.tion C()lltent is lliJlll;
• where signific2r1t research a.nd teaching benefits would accrue from its conversion;
• where material is at risk;
• where the benefit of digitisatio11 is grea.ter than the risk to which it subjects the
material being digitised ;
• where the ex istillg storage me d iurn is 110 longer suitable (e.g., nitrate ftlm, photo
graphic prillts);
• where digitisation would 5ignifica!ltly increase resource accessibility; where 'rights'
issues are not a barrier to di ssemina.tion a11d re11se;
• when it enh2r1ces tlte w ays in whicll the content of collections can be studied,
manipula.ted or accessed.

Preservation Strategies
Scanning can digitise the origilla.l n<m-digital material (texts, photos, plans, and maps).
Digital archiving projects are not very expe11sive at institutional level. To scan, to rename
the image files in a clear wa.y, to orga.n ise them in directories, to record basic identification
information for each item and to illscribe the files on CD-ROMs require a personal compu
ter and a scanner, plus one or two person s ta do the job. More important are careful planning
and good will as well <�s the c om mi trnent to fulftl the task.
The resulting ima.ge files, TIFF format, must have a high resolution. The files will be
organised in directori.es an.d subdirectories, renamed following established rules, and cop
ied on CD-ROMs, in sev eral cop ies, for long tenn preservation. CD-ROM copies must be
stored in different loca.tion s for safety reas<>ns. A copy of the image files in JPEG format is
more suitable for daily bT<>wsing, and can be kept on the hard disk (if there is enough space).
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Ali excavation-related data must be stored in a project directory with a relevant
name (site name, or site name and year). The subdirectories include:
• Data sets (databases, spreadsheets);
• Correspondence;
• Project management;
• Reports;
• Images.
Files must be given meaningful titles, which reflect their content. In order to
ensure that files are titled in a structured and predictable manner, the file names must
include either the relevant project/site identification (e.g. site code, site acronym, project
number, accession number) or a unique reference number. The file name must include
version number when necessary. A hyphen must be used between the number and the
year (e.g . 1 5 3-2002). The 3 -letter extension is reserved for application-specific
extensions only (DOC for Word documents, RTF for Rich Text Format, TIF for Tagged
Image File Format developed by Adobe for raster irnages, JPEG for Joint Photographic
Ex:perts Group, a compressed Format).
Digital file preservation strategies include technology preservation, migration,
interoperability and standard formats.
Techno/ogy preservation is a strategy based upon the preservation of the original
h ardware, operating system, and application software required accessing a digital
resource. A person must know to use them. That can be only a short-term solution. The
effort is unreasonable in the long term.
Data migration is the most widely adopted strategy. It is a transfer of a digital re
source from one hardw are and softw are environment to another. Many common
software packages allow files created using a previous version to be converted to the
latest version format. The backward compatibility is usually lirnited to the most recent
previous version.
lnteroperability is a capability of reading and converting files formats created
by a similar software package into another, or of converting ftles to common interchange
formats (e.g. comma delimited export format).
The use of widely acceptable standard formats, software independent, is a good
solution for certain types of data (e.g. HTML for text and TIFF for irnages). The use of
such international formats has the advantage to allow the access on any kind of
computer, digital resource being no more dependent on any particular software package.
The challenge is to maintain the authenticity of the original digital resources during
any of the chosen procedures (e.g. to avoid loosing or changing data in a non-controlled
way).
..
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Cataloguing
For the retrieval of information, digital f!.les must be catalogued using metadata
Metadata means ' data about data' . It is a cataloguing technique for the information files,
whether digital or paper based. A library catalogue is a good example of metadata The
reader can look for a topic, author or title without having to browse through the books or
periodicals themselves. Also related resowces can be more easily linked. One of the most
popular metadata standards is the so-called Dublin Core Metadata Standard3 • It is a
simple and useful system for archaeology files. It provides an easy and concise 1 5
elements core designated to describe any type o f information:
1 . IDENTIFIER (unique identifier for a resource)
2. TITLE (name given to a resource; if title information does not exist, it can be
concatenated form other elements, e. g . Poiana Settlement)
3. DESCRIPTION (free text description of a resource)
4. SUBJECT (keywords classifying theme or concept of a resource, e.g. Crema
tion cemetery)
5. COVERAGE (concerned with spatial and temporal characteristics of the intel
lectual content of a resource, e.g. the Iron Age
6. CREATOR (people/organisations primarily responsible for creating intellec
tual content of a resource; There can be multiple creator roles associated with a resource,
also archival information - finds, paper, microfilm, etc.)
7. CONTRIBUTOR (minor intellectual input)
8. DATE (dates associated with creation, validity maintenance and availability
of a resource, e.g. project start: 1 965)
9. FORMAT (data format)
10. LANGUAGE (language of the intellectual content of a resource - generally
represented by ISO 639 two letter codes, e_g. RO for Romanian)
1 1 . PUBLISHER (entity responsible for making a resource available in its present
form, e.g. CIMEC)
12. RELATION (related resources - identifiers, bibliographic references, etc.)
1 3 . RIGHTS (rights management statement - intellectual property rights, copy
right, access conditions, etc-)
1 4. SOURCE (information about a resource from which the one being cata
logued is derived - e.g. books, archives, detests, record - normally references by an
ISSN, ISBN, URL)
15. TYPE (resource type - the nature of a resource or object (book, article, dataset,
collection, digital archive, etc).
AU elements are repeatable in Dublin Core except IDENTIFIER, which is neces
sarily unique.
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Long Term Preservation
There are three basic principles for preserving electronic media:
1. First, they should be stored in a proper storage environment, which is different
from that of paper-based material: 1 8-22'C temperature, 35-45% humidity, without much
fluctuations in both, no magnetic fields, kept in cases, no direct sunlight, contact with
dust, smoke or liquids and not left in drives unnecessarily.
2. Second, more than one copy should be made and stored separately.
3. Third, their conditions should be monitored regularly, by sampling, to check the
information is still intact and accessible. If any problems are encountered, new copies
should be made immediately.

The two main types of media used today are magnetic, which relies on a pattern
of magnetic impulses to store data, and optica/, which relies on a pattern made by laser
light. The latter have a greater capacity and more stability in time. The CD-ROM
(Compact Disk Read Only Memory) was developed from the audio CD, one of the
most successful consumer products since television. It is a plastic disk coated with a
reflective aluminium surface and sealed by a protective clear lacquer, in which
sometimes product information is printed. It offers 600 megabytes of storage, equivalent
to 200,000 pages of text or 1 5 ,000 images. Accelerated ageing tests have led to a
claim that average disks will last as long as 1 ,()()() years.4 The real problem lies not so
much in preserving media as in ensuring that the information they contain will remain
accessible. The drive mechanism for accessing the CD-ROM and the software or
programmes used to control it do not survive 1 ,()()() years, or even 100 years. With an
average hardware and software life span of five years, it is a formidable challenge to
tackle the problem.
Any organisation can digitise its archive, but the long-term preservation should be
the responsibility of a special national body, funded for this purpose, and able to fulfil more
complicated technical operations. The frrst such service in the world is the Archaeology
Data Service (ADS), established in 1996 and located at the York University, England.
The aims of the ADS are defmed as follows:
• to collect, describe, catalogue, preserve, and provide user support for digital
resources that are created as a product of archaeological research;
• to promote standards and guidelines for best practice in the creating, description,
preservation, and use of digital archaeological research data within the UK archaeological
community;
• to facilitate access to existing archives, and offer Web access to such resources
(http://ads.ahds.ac.uk)5 •
The work of ADS is a model for other countries. In Romania, the Institute for
Cultural Memory is the most experienced organisation in preserving digital resources,
providing access on-line, and assisting other institutions in developing their own
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projects. The archaeolog ica.l community must be aware of the irnportance of preserving
digital archives. and join. fm<:es t() estai:Jlish it in a coherent way.

Electronic Publi s1Ii11�
Publishing a large aJTl()lln t <>f <iata. rnain.ly in digital format becomes more and more
appealing, as complicated and unpractical cu it seemed until recently - 'Who will read?'
'How would that I:Je ac c e)lted I:Jy the academic system?' Information technology is
cheaper and rn<>re available. CD-<iri ve is il :;ta.ndard component of any new computer.
Internet is accessible even in less developed countries (see the spread of Internet cafes).
Archaeologists a.nd ()ther profes.si()n.als. are JII()re familiar with computer use. The prestige
of paper catal()gues monogra)lhs a.n d reports remained intangible, despite the high
costs, distribution difficulties ilnd low number of issues. Can we replace them entirely
or in part with electronic editions (We� JlUblishing and CD-ROMs)?
The Institute for Cultural Memory (c iMeC) is already well known for its com
mitment to the dissemination of C()mputer ase in cultural heritage sector. The Web site
of the institute, opened in May 1 9 96 (http:Ow ww.cimec.ro) remains the main gateway
to Romanian cultural heritage infonnation_ A dedicated site for archaeology (�
archweb.cimec.ro). <ievelo ped 11nder the ArchTerra European Project, is a useful and
generous host for RomaniaiJ archaeology. What are the main chapters of information
we bring to the pu�lic , either specialists ()r only arnateurs?

• Sites
• Archaeo l ogical eJCc avations
• Bibliography
• Legislation a.nd regulati()ns
• Virtual eJChibi tions
• Archaeo logical j oumals inde:x_
We discover, assi st and publi sh electronically what otherwise would have
remained inaccessible. We are currently involved in severa! digitisation projects. One
project is the dig iti sati()n of the c ard archive of the ' Vasile Pârvan' Institute of
Archaeology in Buchares.t, kn()wn under the name of Archaeological Repertory of
Romania.

The Archaeological Repertory of Romania Archive Digitisation Project
The ' Vasile Pârvan' [nstitute of Archaeology in Bucharest started half a century
ago (in 1 949 - 1950) the documentation for the Archaeological Repertory of Romania
(RAR). It resulted in an important amount of paper cards bound together in files,
arranged top o g ra phi c all y o n re gio n s, districts and loc alities, according to the
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administrative organisation of tbe time. Tbe activity stopped in 1 956 due to lack of
funding. Tbe paper arcbive bas never been publisbed, althougb scbolars working for
territorial arcbaeological repertories consulted the arcbive during tbeir preliminary
documentation. The project bad the ambition to record any mention of arcbaeological
discovery in the known literature back to the 1 8th century as well as the unpublisbed
field surveys. Tbe result was a ratber beterogeneous buncb of information. Despite
tbat, the Arcbaeological Repertory of Romania bas become a myth. The legend of a
unique and valuable information content together with the very restricted and selective
access to it induced tbe idea tbat tbe arcbive is a must for any attempt to do an
arcbaeological inventory, in any part of the country.
During the past fifty years, tbe only intervention upon the arcbive was done in
1 968, wben the director of tbe Institute, tbe late Professor D.M. Pippidi initiated the
up-dating of tbe location information according to the new administrative organisation
of Romania (from 1 965), in forty one counties instead of districts and regions. Tbe
manuscript cards were typed - with no further cbecking of the quality and correctness
of the content. Tbe regions and districts for eacb locality or place of discovery were
converted into the correspondent counties. Tben, silence again, altbougb from time to
time the idea of bringing up to date and publisbing the repertory carne into discussion,
with no further action. Tbe cards yellowed, the ink paled, and passing of time made
the up-dating and critical interpretation of tbe archive more and more difficult.
In tbe meantime, the county museums started to publisb county repertories - a
valuable undertake, altbougb tbe metbodology, content and illustration quality was
sometimes to be blamed. Many of them included information extracted from the RAR
arcbive, eitber citing it or not (as in tbe Arcbaeological Repertory of Cluj county).
Only one third of the Romanian territory was covered. For the older ones, publisbed in
tbe 1 970s, up dating is needed. Tbe future progress in the development of a modem
National Arcbaeological Record cannot be dane without including previous undertaking.
Being responsible for tbe National Arcbaeological Record of Romania, we proposed
to tbe management of the Institute of Arcbaeology to digitise the arcbive and make it
available for· further researcb by publisbing in digital format.
The project of digitising the RAR archive started in 200 1 , following a co-operation
agreement between the Institute for Cultural Memory and the Institute of Arcbaeology. It
aims at critically extracting the basic information out of the manuscript into a database
(location, site type, period, and bibliograpbic reference), and scanning the originals for
digital arcbiving. A working group proposed the data model. A database application (Ac
cess 2000) was designed for the aims of the project. The Institute of Arcbaeology is respon
sible for cataloguing, and CIMEC is responsible for the database maintenance, scanning
of tbe original cards, image processing, and inscribing them on CD-ROMs. At least
one copy is stored in eacb location.
Tbe database will act as a searcb index, and the user bas also the possibility to
read tbe original cards on screen. A team of young researchers of tbe Institute of
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Archaeology6 extract and enter the information into the database, while the equipment,
the software application, the technical assistance and the scanning of cards is provided
by CIMEC. The result of this enterprise will be a digital archive with searching facilities,
on CD-ROMs, suitable for reference, research and further study, updating and
dissemination. An index of the RAR archive is going to be published in a volume. The
Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs, through the Archaeology Direction, finances
the project as part of the National Archaeological Record. At present (November
2002) there are over 5, 500 records in the RAR database (5,522 site records, 4,62 1
localities, 1 , 769 assemblies, 8 3 1 co mplexes, 6,970 finds, 1 4,954 bibliographic
references) and 3,000 cards are scanned, which represent some 40% of the archive.
The project followed severa! stages. The first operation was to inventory the
archive. Nobody knew before if we have 1 00 ,000 or 50 ,000 p ages. A fter the
identification and recording of the localities for each county, we could establish the
volume of information: there were 32,000 documents, covering 4,600 localities. A
general statistica! table allowed for the frrst tirne to get an irnage of the content of the
archive, on counties and localities. Two months after the work started, we solved the
enigma of the arnount of cards and gave identification numbers to each card page, for
reference. At CIMEC, the localities and areas of discoveries were identified in the
official file of the administrative organisation in Romania (SIRUTA), and unique
administrative entity identification codes were provided.
The second operation was to start, in parallel, the scanning of the text archive
and the extraction and recording of its basic content, with the purpose of creating an
index database. What are the expected results?

• Saving the archive and facilitate access to it in digital format;
• Providing search indexes on location, period, site type;
• lncluding the information into the National Archaeological Record Database;
• Providing a bibliographic reference index;
• Creating a searchable digital resource with a friendly user interface for searching,
browsing, zooming and printing;
• Publishing in digital format.
The project is neither spectacular nor a masterpiece of technology. It rather illustrates
what we should do and could do with a low budget in order to save, bring back to the public
eye and facilitate contemporary access to a work done long ago, with public money too.
Other documents in the historical archive of the Institute wait for digitisation.
Most of them have never been published, are difficult to study, and in a poor state of
conservation. We scanned selected text documents, drawings; museum inventories,
and surveys information such as:
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lnventories from the mid 1 9lh century of the National Museum of Antiquities;
Joumals of surveys from 1 9lh century - beginning of the 20lh century;
• Drawings, paintings, plans of sites and fmds;
• Old photos from the late 1 9lh century excavations at Tropaeum Trajani (Adamclisi,
Constantza county) and Suceava mediaeval city.
They belong to the history of Romanian and European archaeology. They are
also a source of information for reference and present days research.
•

•

National Cultural Heritage Database: A Recovery Success Story
Managing large databases over long time periods, in a changing technological
environment is a huge task. If you work with such electronic information resources,
you know what 1 mean. If you do not, or have just started a database project, try to
imagine your database in twenty or thirty years from now on. Our projects are usually
planned for a period of three to five years. Our databases must live much longer.
Databases initiated years ago are getting old. The question is: what should we do
with them? Should we abandon them, or should we try to recover the information? The
bigger the effort involved in the development of the database, the stronger the desire to save
the information. The fast technological evolution during the past few years bas brought
problems which few people had envisaged only ten years ago: how to provide access
to electronic information depending on programs or hardware platforms obsolete today?
How to preserve the electronic information in time?
A research database is never complete. There will be always new data or new
angles to revise data. The same with cultural heritage databases, like those for museum
collection management or national records. The latter are active for a long period of
time, need important human and material resources to develop and tend to become
inertial (like banking or other extensive information systems). Because of both their
complexity and the amount of data stored in the databases, it is more and more difficult
to keep up with technological changes. Some older databases were simply abandoned.
Other data sets are preserved together with the software, which assures the access.
When having to upgrade a database, there are at least three aspects to take into con
sideration: the software recipient, the formal aspect of data and the quality of the content.
We have to migrate the old database into new software and, sometimes, on another
hardware platform. The rapid changes in modem technology - which created the
problem, together with new opportunities - have determined the software vendors to
offer the required update software tools, even if those tools are not entirely satisfactory.
As you know, conversions not only from one software to another, but also from the old
to the new version of the same program recover well data but loose programmes, and
user developed applications.
It is equally difficult to get rid of the database 'wrinkles' . What are the signs of
data old age? The text is written in capitals, with no diacritics (for languages like
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Romanian or French, these are Jligbiy significant for pronunciation and may even
change the meaning of the word ). Da.ta are rigidly aggregated in fields with visible
fixed length. No field descri()tion is l()nger than 256 characters (memo-type fields are
a more recent invention). D ata structllre often reflects the requirements of the initial
software, even if the records ue n()W in a relational database application: flat unique
table, several different dat a in the sa.me field (like period and author), m an y
abbreviations and codes. The ccmtent is still valuable but the form obsolete, difficult to
read, and to use. When, wheth.er a.nd how should we change that?
Database conten t need� o n ·g() ing improvement. That means information
updating, formal errors checlcing ali usual operations in database administration. In
many old systems, limitations <lf disk:. �pace and other technical restrictions imposed a
fragmentation of database recC>rds either in several databases, according to thematic or
data entry period criteria, or on severa! information supports. Only later, when technology
and hardware resources of the instituti()n allowed that, various parts have been united
in the same databa�e (brougi:Jt under the same roof) and ali kinds of mistakes carne to
light.
Database content irnprovement also means rethinking the development of the data
base in light of present trends: images. large descriptions, multiple use, on-line access on
the Internet.
-

Database Decisions: to CJw.11gf! or ll()t to Change?

The option to make irn)Jrovements to a da.tabase depends very much on whether the
data set is an open or closed one For an archaeological excavation inventory, electronic
archiving of the database and tlle preserving of the original software is often enough. We are
aware of the importance of lcee)Jing tlle original archaeological fmds digital inventories,
as well as the paper archives d()cumenting the archaeological excavations, either
published or not.
On the contrary, if the data set is a.ctively used, growing or envisaged for new goals,
we must seriously think to improve it. Tiut is our case at CIMEC with the national database
of movable cultural heritage.
The Romanian Database for National Movable Cultural Heritage (SI-PCN) started
more than twenty years ago (in 198 1) and bas 760,000 records, 40 per cent of them
being of archaeological interest. It was based on a French documentation software package
(MISTRAL 2 of Bull Company), on a rnainframe produced in Romania, FELIX - a French
licence of IRIS-50 mainframe modeL It is a historical information resource, with contri
butions from many institutions It is ··rustorical" also because the information is 1 2 years
old or more. The growth rate of the number of records declined abruptly after 1 990,
when the information system for the inventory of the national cultural heritage was severely
troubled by the political changes following the fali of the comrnunist regime. Museums
.

.
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have stopped sending new object cards (or electronic records) ta the national database.
That was bad in one way but good in another because we gat the tirne ta enter the tones
of cards gathered at CIMEC. The database was migrated form the old technological
support to the new one, based an personal computers. At the sarne time we entered some
500,000 object cards sent in the previous period. Mter 1 996 the national database could
have become a closed archive if new developments would not have rnade the national
database a project underway again. Not only because new records are going to be added
and catalogues to be extracted (like the series dedicated ta the gold coins in Rornanian
musewns) but also because Romanian musewns only recently have started to cornputerise
their collections inventories. There are few computers and limited data entry capacity in
museums. Under these circumstances, a copy of the museum records from the national
database is valuable: saves time, offers a data standard model, and a core infonnation ta
begin with (large museums have up to 80,000 records). Many Romanian museums asked
for copies of their records from the national database. A third of the database records is
going ta be distributed that way. It would have been a pity to give the copies of the
records in an old-fashioned format. The database was poorly used because of its rigid
format and unfriendly user interface. That is why we decided to irnprove the content of
the records, to normalise, correct and up-date the information.

Database Changes: What, How, Who?

You need a lot of courage to start a project of radical irnprovements. Today, halfway
in this undertaking, we can present results and solutions, which could be useful for others
too.
The work has been carried out in steps:

a.) Change of the software recipient'and hardware platform
The frrst stage ( 1 990 - 1 993) was dedicated ta data migration onto a new hardware
and software platform, in parallel with adding new records: from Mistral on mainfrarne to
Paradox, FoxPro and later Access on server and PCs network. Now the database is in
Access 2000. Several databases were merged into a unique one.
b.) Change of the formal aspect of data and global corrections
The second stage was dedicated to formal changes and spelling corrections:
• changing automatically the text in the main fields - abject type, period, material and
technique, place of discovery, site type, description - to small case, title case or sentence
case;
• adding diacritical signs (manually and with facilities like Find/Replace);
• normalising the terminology;
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• identifying good infonnat:io11 wbich llave been placed in the wrong field (e.g.,
date in the "Author" field) etc.
The work was done in J>a!t alltoma.ticăl� using a module designed to extract unique
occurrences from a datab ase field into a t�ble with three fields: old term, count of term in
records, new term. The e:xtractio11 can be a..p p lied to any table and any field. We have the
option of parsed ex:traction (eacll valtJe e:xtracted separately from multi-value fields - or not
(the field content taken as a s:Îllgle stdng). }()l' exarnple: Archaeology: Type: 1 ,629 terms;
Period: 725 ; Place of discovel)': 7, 3 CJ4 terms; Materials and techniques: 2,646 terms; Site
types: 5 1 3. In total 146,256 terms were ex::ll'ac ted in parsed mode (otherwise, the combina
tions of terms in the same fiel!l vt()lJ)cl llave lead to much more records).
The next operation w as to challJ:le globally the case, by copying automatically the
initial term into a New Tenn" fLelcl, with 1ower case, title case or sentence case, depending
on the meaning of the fie1d. The11, we J>U.I cliacritics with the aid of a spelling checker.
One by one case, spelling mistake � a.nd u�e1ess variants of a term corrected; are marked
bya special sign (#) errors whicll C()ll]d n ot be solved out of their context. Counting
occurrences of each single term :Îl1 a data field is a useful guidance for fmding mistakes
(one or two occurrences for a term is s11spect).
A team of six an aly sts worlced f()r 4- months with 1 50,000 terms and variants. An
other person verified each field three tirnes, each tirne. The last checking was done by
experienced archaeologists
The third iteration was for C()rrection s in the context:
-

..

.

irnporting new terms in tlle database by replacing old occurrences with new ones;
extracting by query recorcls marked (with #) in various fields and correct them in
the context;
• updateing record� in the database .
•

•

Then, unique o c c urrences were extracted again, in order to make a second
revision, as well as to put muks in a spec ial marking field, and to allow splitting of
aggregated information. We pla.n t() �plit into elementary fields:
• by position;
• by terms list;
• by marking;
• by prefixes.
Not only that aspect and d ata quality irnproved, but so did the resulting indexes
for each field as well.

c.) National Database lnde.x
The third round was for extracting statistical access index of the database. They
are available on the Web too (http:Uwww.cirnec.ro/scripts/pcn/indexD.
Adding irnages will further imp rove the usefulness of the database. We started to
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scan photos of objects recorded into the database, preserved in a photo archive of
140,000 items at CIMEC. Some 4,000 photos are already in digital format (November
2002).

National Database Before and After the Treatment: Results and Benejits
Efforts to give a new life to an ageing information resource are to the benefit of the
museum community. The database can be more actively accessed. It is more suitable
for producing catalogues. We can extract copies for the implementation of local
databases. An on-line content index is available.
We cannot preserve the entire cultural heritage for the future, but we may try to
preserve the information about it. Databases for cultural heritage are precious docu
mentation resources, which deserve proper care. We also have to leam from these
painful upgrading efforts to insist for the use of data standards, to be as close to "future
proof' as possible.
Our mission is to assist digitisation inside a comrnunity still very shy in matters of
new technology, and disseminate the results for a wider public, at home and abroad. The
obstacles are not so much money but the organisation. At the sarne tirne a new attitude
towards opening the locks of 'hidden' archives is needed.

European Projects in Digital Archiving
In Europe, the active policy for encouraging the development of e-content and the
inforrnation society was favourable to digital archiving initiatives. Severa! prograrnmes
and projects of the European Commission and the Council of Europe deal with digital
archiving.
AREA (Archives of European Archaeology) is a research network dedicated to the
history of archaeology, w ith particular emphasis on the archives of the discipline, their
promotion and preservation. Now entering its third phase of activities with the support of
the European Comrnission (Programrne Culture 2000), the AREA databases are freely ac
cessible on the website (http:Uwww.area-archives.org). The main database concems archi
val resources relevant to the history of archaeology (over 3000 records in some 300 reposi
tories across Europe). A second database is being elaborated on another prirnary source:
early antiquarian books. This will combine bibliographic details on rare pre- 1 9th century
books with their attached iconography in digitised format.
ERPANET (Electronic Resource Preservation and Access Network) is funded by
the European Commission under IST prograrnme. The project is going to build an
active community of members to enhance the preservation of cultural and scientific
digital objects through rising awareness, providing access to experience, sharing policies
and strategies, and improving practices (http:Uwww.erpanet.o[i).
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ARENA (Archaeological Records of Europe - Network Access) is a three-year
project (CULTURE 2000 Programme), co-ordinated by the Archaeology Data Service,
and dedicated to extending on-line acc ess and digital preservation of European
archaeological archives. CIMEC is a partner in this project (http://www.cimec.ro/Arena/
Arena en�/index.htm).
ARENA brings together six European co-organisers and three associated partners
in Denrnark, Iceland, Norway, Poland, Romania, and the United Kingdom, in order to
develop a framework to protect and prornote digital cultural archives of European
significance (ARENA Homepage: http:l/ads. ahds.ac.uk/arenal). Each of the partners
bas a regional or national responsibility for the management of cultural archives (either
digital or paper) and each has existing strengths as regards the protection or promotion
of digital data. It is intended that the co-operation agreement will develop and strengthen
co-operation between the partners in a structured and long-lasting way and will be
extensible to allow additional partners to participate beyond the lifetime of the funded
start-up phase.
Aims of the ARENA Project are:
• To allow the partners to share and extend their existing expertise and experience
within a structured and sustainable framework;
• To make expertise and experience gained through the project available to other
European agencies;
• To develop and promote digital archival file format and metadata standards and
communications protocols;
• To identify areas where there is a need for Guides to Good Practice, to translate
existing Guides, and to seek to develop projects for the creation and promotion of new
Guides;
• To promote scholarly and public access to selected digital archive data sets and
archaeological texts of international significance;
• To develop a system of interoperable map-based searching which allows users to
cross-search the archives of severa! partners, with an easy to use and intuitive user-inter
face, for public use;
• To agree metadata standards for the description of cultural archives;
• To investigate the use of rnultilingual thesauri in cross-searching;
• To irnplement interoperability using http and/or Z39.50 protocols and SGML/XML
or other emerging technologies;
• To create a framework for a European Archaeological Archives web-based portal.
·

Over the course of the agreement we intend to undertake a number of distinct but
interrelated activities, within the framework of a European digital archiving cultural herit
age network:
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( 1 ) Organisatiorz of initiatives for exchange of experience and the further training
of professiorzals.
It is intended to develop a programme of European seminars and workshops on the
preservation and promotion of digital cultural heritage data The workshops will allow the
partners to share their existing expertise and experience and to make it available to all
European countries. The partners will also develop and promote guidelines for digital archi
val file format and metadata standards and communications protocols translated into local
languages and disseminated in paper format and/or on the Internet, as appropriate.
(2) Promoting elements of the heritage concerned including important archaeologi
cal texts (books, papers, catalogues) made available in digital format.
Each of the partners is responsible for the protection and promotion of significant
archaeological archives. As part of the co-operation agreement they will make a number of
key archaeological archives and cultural heritage data sets available to the profession and
the general public.
(3) The adapted and innovative use of new technologies, to the benefit of partici
pants, users and the general public.
Archaeological data always have a geospatial component in that the location
and various attributes of sit,es, monuments or finds can be mapped according to grid
reference co-ordinates. Many of the partners already have some experience in the use
of map-based searching and web-delivered clickable maps. For example, since 1 997
the DKC at the National Museum of Denmark has operated an interactive map-based
web site with access to the Danish National Monuments Record. The ADS has also
recently provided map-based searching for its catalogue. This approach provides a
very intuitive interface to cultural data, for academic, professional and public audiences.
Such spatial interfaces are particularly important at European level, where a true
understanding and appreciation of past cultures and societies (such as Celts, Romans,
Slavs, VIkings etc) depends upon map-based searches which transcend modem politica!
boundaries.

(4) Organising research projects to raise the public' s awareness and to teach
and disseminate knowledge.
Web-based technologies for the documentation and preservation of digital data are
developing rapidly. The ADS has substantial experience in the Dublin Core metadata scheme
and Z39.50 communications protocols which have already been adopted by a number
of bodies across various disciplines and in different European countries. For these to
work at a transnational level it is necessary to investigate the application of multilingual
thesauri. The Norwegian Museum Project has extensive experience in the application
of SGML/XML to archaeological archives: Such standards are essential in order to
develop interoperability and integrated access and resource discovery for the scholarly
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cornrnunity and general public alike. Under the co-operation agreernent the partners
will research and irnplement th.ese standards and develop research projects to enable
interoperable access to distributed arch.ives frorn a European heritage web portal.
Digital archiving is a new field of activity with a great potential. Research and co
operation at a national and international sc ale is going to irnprove the rnethods, the tools,
and the standards needed ta gain the expected benefits for archaeology in saving,
preserving, facilitating access, and publishing the rnost significant archives.
Notes

1 A. Brown, Digital Archiving Strategy, English Heritage Centre For Archaeology, 2000.

2 T. Madsen , Digital Recording of Ex.cavations - Do we need standards and common

strategies?, in Our Fragile Heritage. Documenting the Past for the Future, Copenhagen, 1999, pp.
1 3 1 - 1 37.
3 The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) is an open forum engaged in the develop
ment of interoperable online metadata standards (http://dublincore.oq�D . Initiatives include the
development of the Dublin Core (DC) 1 5 element metadata set. Many govemments are now
adopting DC as a rnetadata standard.
4 G. Mackenzie, Preservation o f Electronic Media, in Library Conservation News, no. 38,
January 1993, p. 1; New Scientist, 4th April, 1992, p. 1 9.
s J. Richards, P. Miller and A. Wise, Digital Archives in Archaeology, in Our Fragile
Heritage. Documenting the Past for the Future, pp. 1 23- 1 30.
6 Roxana Dobrescu, Adina Boroneant, Andrei Măgureanu, Adriana Panaite, under the
supervision of Dr. Alexandru Păunescu.
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Fig. 1 . Prof. Vladimir Dumitrescu (from the archive of Dr. Silvia Marinescu-Bîlcu).
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Fig.

2. The manuscript of a course on prehistory taught by Prof. Vladimir Dumitrescu

at the Bucharest University, in the 1 930s (from the archive of Dr. Silvia Marinescu-Bîlcu).
The original manuscript was

scanned and the content transcribed on computer.

Both were

published by CIMEC on the CD-ROM with the title • An Unknown Culture: Gumelnita'

(2002).
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Extras din tr-un

curs ţinut

în

cmii 30 111

Unlversit11tell din Bucureşti,

de clitre profesor dr. docent Vl11dimir Oumitrescu

E in genere cunoscut� constatarea c� manie cursuri de ap� care str�bat
continentele au avut aproape intotdeauna un rol la desvoltarea civilizaţiilor, !ne�
din cele mai vech1 trmpurl. Acest renomen a fost verificat în chip str�luclt atât In
ceiace priveşte civilizaţia egipteanll, cat şi Tn ceiace priveşte civilizaţiile din
Mesopotamia, ca sll citllm numai dou� exemple mai cunoscute

ŞI

incontestabil

concludente pe deplin. f!ltreaga civilizaţie eg•pteanll - ale cllrei Tnceputun
preistorice se urcl! la cel puţin SOOO de ani inainte de Chnstos, nu poate fi
explicat:! şt inţeleasll deciit prin valea Nilului, Poir� de care toatli regiunea ar fi fost
fi putut JUCa nici un rol In istoria civilizaţiilor omeneşti. oeace1a

u n pustiu şi n'ar

cand Herodot povesteşte di «'H A1yunro«; Owpov rou NaiAou tOriJO - adie� "Egiptul
este un dar al Nilului" - nu face nicidecum o floare stilistic� ci e�primll ln ch1p
lapidar un adevlir lstonc mcontestabll.

Fig. 3. Digital documents published on theCD-ROM: ' An Unknown Cui ture:
Gumelniţa' .

Fig. 4. Cascioarele - Ostrovel: scanned photo of the excavations in 1963-1 965 (Dr.
Silvia Marinescu-Bîlcu' s archive).
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Fig. 5. Căscioarele - Ostrovel today (digital photo, November 2002).
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Fig. 6 . Medieşu Aurit - scanned card for the digital archive of the Archaeological
Repertory of Romania (archive of the 'Vasile Pârvan ' Institute of Archaeology Bucharest).
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:

, 1 '' ''1111

•

Fig. 7. Archaeological Repertory of Romania (RAR) digitisation project: the team at
work (from left to right: Roxana Dobrescu and Adina Boroneant from IAB; Alina Gheorghe
and Irina Oberlănder-Târnoveanu from CIMEC).

"\ MltiOlofl Accen IApiiC�ha do teadualtrt1lo d doscopennlor Arheolog1ce vechtl
·

Fig. 8. The RAR Database designed by CIMEC: main screen.
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Fig. 9. The Coloured Drawings ("Desemnurile colorate") of archaeological fmds by
1. Butculescu, 1 868 - 1 876; prehistoric fmds (from the archive of the 'Vasile Pârvan' Insti
tute of Archaeology, Bucharest).
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Fig. 10. The Coloured Drawings ("Desemnurile colorate") of archaeological finds by
1. Butculescu, 1868 - 1 8 76; prehistoric finds from "Măgura Calomfuescu" (from the archive
of the ' Vasile Pârvan ' Institute of Archaeology, Bucharest).
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-.Fig. 1 1 . National Museum of Antiquities: Inventory from 1 870: the famous Treasure
of Pietroasa (from the archive of the ' Vasile Pârvan' Institute of Archaeology, Bucharest).
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Fig. l2. Pamfil Polonic - plan of the Roman Camps at Jidava (from the archive of
the 'Vasile Pârvan' Institute of Archaeology, Bucharest; the original is at the Library of the
Romanian Academy).
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Referinta

categ

Cod detina Tip

ARH4AB0015

801003 CELT;"

Titlu # Tezaur

Autor 1 Epo •

OEP.FilESU GHERLII IU1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CEL T;•

OE P .FIZESU GHERLII IU1894

HALLSTATT; 82

801003 CELT;•

DE P.FIZESU GHERLII IV1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801 003 CELT;"

OEP.FilESLJGHERLII IV1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT;"

D E P.FilESLJ GHERLII IU1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT;"

OEP.FIZESLJ §HERLII IU1�.�4

HALLSTATT ; B2

80 1 003 CELT;"

OEP.FIZESLJ GHERLII IV1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT�·

DEP.FIZESLJGHERLII IU1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT;"

· DEP.FIZESlJGHERLII IU1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT;"

D E P.FIZESLJ GHERLII IU1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT;"

O EP.FIZESlJGHERLII IU1994

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT;"

i OEP.FIZESlJ GHERLII IU1894

HALLSTATT;B2

801003 CELT;"
,
801003 CELT;"

. OEP.FIZESlJ GHERLII IU1994

HALLSTATT;B2

: DE P.FIZESUGHERLII IU1894

i HALLSTATT; B2

ARH4AB0016

801003. CELT;:
801003 CELT;"

:oeP.FIZESU GHERLII IU1994

� DEP.FIZESLJ GHERLII IU1994

HALLSTATT;B2
HALLSTATT; B2

ARH4AB001 5

801003 CELT;"

ARH4AB0016

801003 FIBULA; ; FIBULA OCHELARI;DEP.FIZESU GHERLII IU1 HALLSTATT; B2

ARH4AB001 5

801003 FIBULA; ". FIBULA OCHELARI;DEP.FIZESU GHERLII IU1 HALLSTATT;B2

Roco<d

..!.!..G.Jr---'6 � ..

001:- -

; oeP.FIZESUGHERLII IU1994

'

117250

..!1

HALLSTATT;B2

J

�

_j

Fig. 1 3 . National Cultural Heritage Movable Database: records before migration .

..Jtl >c

Old term
AKINAKES
ALABASTRON

ala bastron

ALABASTRU

alabastron

ALMAN DINA

almandină

1

ALMAN D I N E

36()

ALTAR
ALTAR DE JERTFA
ALTAR MI N IATU RA L
ALTORELIEF
AM FORA

ATA 4"[
AMf?�CTJ\MDil
-!l!l..1!!J

AMFORA DE LUX
Jhtcu'd. 14

i

pot.Y.hcct V.:..

67

d IQ6

3

6
1

almandine
altar
altar de jertfă
altar m i n i atura!
altorelief

1 322 a mforă

3

a mforă de l ux

A

NJM

_j

Fig. 14. Unique terms extracted from the database, and changed/ corrected.
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NATI O N A l A RCH AEOLOGICA L DATA BASE
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Fig. 1 6. DOCPAT application for museums:data entry screen.
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Fig. 1 7. ARENA European Project - Web Homepage on CIMEC web server.
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Fig. 1 9. Suceava Mediaeval Fortress, digital image of the original photo dating
from l900 (from the archive of the 'Vasile Pârvan' Institute of Archaeology , Bucharest).
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În anii liceu l u i

Împreună cu profesorul Schahermeier

Î n curtea I nstitutului cu Dorin Popescu şi
Hortensia Dumitrescu. 1 958
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Căsci oarele Ostrovel - cu P. Da m i an
S. Mar inescu - Bîlcu şi V. Sârbu
-

În

,

Pop ino Burd u şa n i, jud. l a lomita c u Gh. Mate i ,
D. Popovici, S . Marin escu-Bîlcu şi G. Trohoni
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curtea Institutu l u i de Arheologie

Căscioarele, 1 968. Echipa
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Ha băşeşli, 1 949

-

la l ucru

La laşi cu M. Petrescu-Dâ m bovita şi
p rof. Scho hermeier

1 986. Chartres

C â rna, jud. Dolj

N oiembrie 1 98 3 . Încadrat de Alexa ndra
Balomey şi Silvia Mari nescu-Bîlcu

Noiembrie 1 98 3 . Acasă la biroul de lucru
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